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Julian Date Converter can be used for doing conversions from and to Julian
date. This application uses Julian date as a reference and can convert any

date into Julian date easily. But before you start the conversions, you should
know what Julian date is. Julian date is a computerized representation of the
day as it was on January 1st, 1752, 0h GMT. From this date, the Gregorian

calendar is a different calendar than the Julian Calendar. With this application
you can easily calculate any date and time. Julian date origin is from the
Julian Calendar. This calendar was used to the rulers of England and their

colonies in North America. Some populations changed the reckoning from the
Julian Calendar to the Gregorian Calendar in the 17th Century. As the

Gregorian Calendar was used, in most of the countries around the World, the
Gregorian Calendar was adopted and changed the standard of dates. Now
this is the Julian Calendar. Julian date has 12 months, like in the Gregorian

calendar, but they have 30 instead of 31 days. January 1st of Julian Calendar
was January 1st, 1752, 0h GMT, so January 1st of a Gregorian Calendar is
January 1st, 1753, 0h GMT. This is the difference between Julian Calendar

and Gregorian Calendar. Julian Day is number of days since January 1st, 1752
0h GMT, so a day is numbered from 1 to 365 or 366. There is a leap day on

February 29th every four years, because February was added in the
calendar. Julian Day is used for calculating astronomical events. Your date
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and time is converted into Julian date and then, you can use any date of the
year to calculate astronomical events. One of this example is solar eclipses.
You can calculate solar eclipse on any day of the year with the help of this
application. Many important dates are based on Julian date, for instance,
Christmas Day is December 25th, the birthdays of Abraham Lincoln and

George Washington, the anniversaries of the battles of Olivenza and
Saratoga, and so on. To convert any date into Julian date, just fill the

calendar and press the button! Default Start Date: Languages: Summary:
Julian Date Converter offers extensive support for making easy conversions
between Julian Day, Modified Julian Day and Gregorian Calendar. Whether

you need to convert local time and date to the time on the east coast or the
time on the west coast

Julian Date Converter Free For PC (Latest)

Julian Date Converter Full Crack is an application for Julian days time
conversion based on a known count of the Julian days. It calculates the

difference between the Julian Day and Local Time in hours and minutes and
shows it in a calendar. A Julian day is the count of the number of Julian days
since July 4, 4712 B.C. until the same day in A.D. The Julian Day is a count of
days of both BCE and CE. The Julian date is the count of days since noon on
April 15, 4714 B.C. Julian Date Converter Features: - Various types of input

like date, time, date and time - Conversion from A.D. to BCE, CE and Modified
Julian Day - Includes support for -39085 BCE to -2147493714 days, -39085

BCE to 2452557.729513 days, -39085 BCE to -2205290366 days, -39085 BCE
to -2147478680 days, -39085 BCE to -2147478680 days, -39085 BCE to

-2147478680 days - Includes support for -2295305851 BCE to -2147493714
days, -2295305851 BCE to -2068253184 days, -2295305851 BCE to

-2177450262 days, -2295305851 BCE to -2068253184 days, -2295305851
BCE to -2177450262 days - Does not include nor support -39085 BCE to

Infinity, -39085 BCE to -2147478680 days, -2295305851 BCE to -2147478680
days, -2295305851 BCE to -2147478680 days, -2147478680 days,

-2147478680 days - Does not include nor support -10,0000 BCE to CE,
-10,0000 BCE to BCE, -10,0000 BCE to Modified Julian Day, -2147483648

days - Does not include nor support -2147483648 CE to Inf - Does not include
nor support for thousands of years - Supports sorting the output, but it can
be done without making any effort - Supports starting work with any day in
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Julian Date Converter 

Julian Day Converter is an online program that performs conversions of dates
and time from Julian date to Gregorian calendar date, vice versa. This
program makes it easy to perform Julian Date time conversions without the
need for specialist computer software. Julian Date Converter was made to be
user-friendly. The program is easy to use with a simple GUI. Features such as
setting the Julian Day range, Custom Date format, and type of table are
offered in the main window. An additional window allows you to set the
maximum and minimum Julian Date. The number of conversions can be set
for 100. Julian Date Converter has an option for printing the maximum and
minimum Julian Date. This can be useful if you want to make a publication of
your work. Julian Day Converter is an online program that performs
conversions of dates and time from Julian date to Gregorian calendar date,
vice versa. This program makes it easy to perform Julian Date time
conversions without the need for specialist computer software. Julian Date
Converter was made to be user-friendly. The program is easy to use with a
simple GUI. Features such as setting the Julian Day range, Custom Date
format, and type of table are offered in the main window. An additional
window allows you to set the maximum and minimum Julian Date. The
number of conversions can be set for 100. Julian Date Converter has an
option for printing the maximum and minimum Julian Date. This can be
useful if you want to make a publication of your work. Julian Date Converter
Julian Date Converter is an online program that performs conversions of
dates and time from Julian date to Gregorian calendar date, vice versa. This
program makes it easy to perform Julian Date time conversions without the
need for specialist computer software. Julian Date Converter was made to be
user-friendly. The program is easy to use with a simple GUI. Features such as
setting the Julian Day range, Custom Date format, and type of table are
offered in the main window. An additional window allows you to set the
maximum and minimum Julian Date. The number of conversions can be set
for 100. Julian Date Converter has an option for printing the maximum and
minimum Julian Date. This can be useful if you want to make a publication of
your work. Julian Date Converter is an online program that performs
conversions of dates and time from Julian date to Gregorian calendar date,
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vice versa. This program makes it easy to perform Julian Date time
conversions without the need

What's New In?

Transform your date and time calculations from Julian Date to Gregorian
Date, Julian to Modified Julian, Julian to Julian. There are several reference
systems for calculating date and time, some very common and used by most
users on a regular basis, while others are more special and with a more
reduced applicability for the majority of people. Julian day is one example
and it falls in the latter category as it is mainly used by astronomers. Those
who have to perform calculations that involve the above mentioned system
have at their disposal applications like Julian Date Converter, which can take
care of several types of transformations. Perform time conversions from a
simple GUI The installation procedure is quite simple and takes a couple of
moments, so in no time you should be able to start making the necessary
calculations. The interface is plain, without any adornments or complicated
features. All the features of Julian Date Converter are at hand, accessible
immediately, so the time and date conversions can be carried out with
minimal efforts even by less experienced users. Common Era (CE) and Before
Common Era (BCE) instant transformations Operating this program is a
breeze, especially because there are no configurations that have to be made.
All one has to do is input the date and time and press 'Convert' to have the
results displayed in the corresponding fields on the spot. The reference
system can be selected with one click, so you can have the computations
made in concordance with CE or BCE periods. An important advantage of
Julian Date Converter is the support for modified Julian Day, which makes it
possible to extend the range of conversions. An easy to use date and time
conversion utility for Julian Date All in all, this software solution brings a basic
set of features that can cater to the needs of those who work with the Julian
Day count of days. The transformations are done right away and with
accuracy, so this tool is definitely a worthy helper. Julian Date Converter has
been tested on Win7 x64, Win7 x86, Windows Vista x64 SP2, Windows Vista
x86 SP2, Windows XP x64, Windows XP x86, Windows 2000 x64 SP3,
Windows 2000 x86 SP3, Windows 98 x64 SP3, Windows 98 x86 SP3, Windows
NT x86 SP6, Windows NT x64 SP6, Windows Me x64 SP2, Windows Me x86
SP2 and meets with great success.
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System Requirements For Julian Date Converter:

Minimum: Mac OS X: 10.7 or later, 64-bit processor, 1 GB RAM (2 GB
recommended) Windows: Windows 7 or later, 64-bit processor, 1 GB RAM (2
GB recommended) Recommended: Mac OS X: 10.11 or later, 64-bit
processor, 4 GB RAM (8 GB recommended) Windows: Windows 7 or later,
64-bit processor, 4 GB RAM (8 GB recommended) Mac OS X: 10.7 or later, 64-
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